
 

People know when to move on

May 30 2012

(Medical Xpress) -- People make decisions all the time. What sandwich
to order, whether to walk through that puddle or around it, what school
to go to and so on. However, psychologists disagree on how good we are
at making decisions.

“In the literature on human decision-making, there are two almost
parallel stories,” said Andreas Jarvstad of Cardiff University. “One goes,
‘humans are terrible at making choices.’ The other goes, ‘humans are
close to being as good as they possibly can be.’”

Jarvstad is an author of a new study on decision-making published in 
Psychological Science, a journal of the Association for Psychological
Science. His study is about choosing how long to spend on the task at
hand.

The view that humans are both terrible and great at decisions may not be
as strange as it seems. Psychological scientists have made a distinction
between different kinds of decisions: low-level perceptual choices versus
choices that involve higher level reasoning. For example, choosing where
to put your feet is a low-level choice, whereas choosing where to invest
your savings is a high level choice.

“Imagine you’re running up a really rocky path. For each step, you have
to decide which stone to step on. Some stones will be poorer choices
than other stones,” Jarvstad said. Previous studies suggest that people are
good at this kind of decision, but poor at decisions that require a higher
level of analysis like choosing between financial options.
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However, Jarvstad’s study suggests that this difference doesn’t always
exist. Together with colleagues, Simon K. Rushton and Ulrike Hahn of
Cardiff University and Paul A. Warren of the University of Manchester,
he set out to determine how well people make “time-on-task” decisions
— that is, decisions about how long to spend on the task at hand.
Participants took part in a number of computer-based tasks involving
either low-level (e.g. judging the direction of motion of a cloud of dots)
or high-level (e.g. mental arithmetic) processing.

Getting an answer right earned a reward point; getting it wrong incurred
a penalty point (points were later translated to money).

After spending time becoming familiar with the tasks, participants were
given a fixed amount of time to complete as many or few trials as they
liked. “Doing lots of trials very quickly might not be the best approach
since the less time you spend on the task the greater the chance of an
error. But spending a lot of time on very few trials might also be a bad
idea since you limit the number of points you could possibly earn. The
trick is finding the right balance between the two.”

It turned out that people were good at finding the right balance. “It didn’t
seem to matter whether people were doing a low-level or a high-level
task—they were equally good at deciding how much time to spend on
these tasks,” Jarvstad said. In fact, their participants ended up with
nearly the same amount of money they would have earned if they had in
fact made perfect decisions – and that was true for low- as well as high-
level tasks.

These findings suggest that perhaps humans really aren’t intrinsically bad
at high-level decision making and intrinsically good at low-level decision
making after all. On reflection, noted Jarvstad, the idea that they would
be is perhaps a little strange after all.
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